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Preface

Several offices at the University of California, Davis have contributed to the development of this document. These offices include the Teaching Resources Center, the Office of Student Judicial Affairs, the Office of Environmental Health and Safety, the Financial Aid Office, the Sexual Harassment Education Program, the Office of the General Counsel, the Graduate Student Association, the Associated Graduate Student Employees (AGSE/UAW), and the Office of Graduate Studies.

The policies and procedures in this handbook are subject to change based on the latest contract between the University of California and the AGSE/UAW (the union for TAs, Readers, Tutors and Associates In...). In the event that these policies conflict with the contract, the language of the contract supersedes the language in this handbook.
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I. Administration of Graduate Studies

UC Davis Campus Organization

The Davis campus, headed by Chancellor Linda Katehi (http://chancellor.ucdavis.edu), consists of the undergraduate colleges of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences, Biological Sciences, Engineering, and Letters and Science. Professional studies are conducted in the schools of Education, Law, Medicine, Veterinary Medicine, as well as in the Graduate School of Management and The Betty Irene Moore School of Nursing. The Office of Graduate Studies (http://gradstudies.ucdavis.edu) administers academic graduate programs for all schools and colleges. The Davis Division of the Academic Senate (http://academicsenate.ucdavis.edu) determines for this campus the conditions for certificates and degrees (subject to the approval of The Regents) and authorizes and supervises all courses of instruction at Davis.

The Graduate Council

General policies and procedures pertaining to graduate studies for the University of California are established by the Universitywide Committee on Graduate Affairs. The Graduate Council (http://gradstudies.ucdavis.edu/gradcouncil), a standing committee of the UC Davis Academic Senate, determines general policy on graduate affairs for the UC Davis campus, including setting graduate admission criteria for qualified applicants, as well as criteria for appointment of Teaching Assistants (TAs) and Graduate Student Researchers (GSRs).

The Office of Graduate Studies

The Office of Graduate Studies (http://gradstudies.ucdavis.edu), in cooperation with the Graduate Council, administers graduate programs at UC Davis. Its responsibilities include: graduate recruitment and retention, graduate admissions, graduate student academic and postdoctoral appointments, and student support. Campus research is administered by the Office of Research (http://www.research.ucdavis.edu).

Departments and Graduate Groups

Specific graduate programs on the UC Davis campus are organized and administered either by departments or graduate groups. The departments are generally structured along broad disciplinary lines (e.g., psychology, political science, physics). Graduate groups, on the other hand, are typically interdisciplinary in nature and their faculty is usually housed in many different departments across campus and beyond. The graduate groups provide additional variety in the graduate programs offered at UC Davis, especially in cross-disciplinary areas of study and research. At UC Davis, 58% of all graduate programs of study are group based and 42% are departmentally based. (In this handbook references to departmental or department chair responsibilities also are applicable to graduate groups that appoint teaching assistants.)

The Graduate Student Association

The Graduate Student Association (GSA) (http://gsa.ucdavis.edu) includes all students enrolled by the Office of Graduate Studies. The Executive Council of the GSA is composed of a chair, external chair, vice chair, treasurer, secretary, public relations officer and campus organizing director, all of which serve a one-year term beginning July 1. The council initiates and implements services for graduate students, represents student views to Academic Senate committees, and nominates students to administrative advisory committees.

The vice chair sits on the governing board for the UC Student Body President's Council, which is the governing board for the UC Student Lobby. The vice chair
also represents graduate student views to the Office of the President and the Board of Regents. The chair presides over meetings and handles campus affairs.

The graduate students in each department or graduate group may form their own affiliated graduate student associations (e.g., the English Graduate Student Association or EGSA). The GSA encourages the formation of these satellite groups and relies on them to identify students willing to serve on administrative advisory committees and to provide input on issues of interest to the graduate student body. Representatives from these departmental GSAs can vote at the GSA General Assembly meetings held three times each quarter. The General Assembly can overrule actions taken by the Executive Council.

AGSE/UAW
The Association of Graduate Student Employees (AGSE), International Union, United Automobile, Aerospace and Agricultural Implement Workers of America (UAW), AFL-CIO is recognized as the exclusive representative for matters within the scope of representation for all employees within the Academic Student Employee Unit as certified by the Public Employment Relations Board (PERB) in petition number SF-R-806-H (Davis). The current contract can be viewed at http://www.hr.ucdavis.edu/policies.

II. Policies and Duties Governing TA Appointments
Unless specifically referenced in the collective bargaining agreement, basic policies governing the appointment and duties of teaching assistants (TAs) are found in the UC Davis Academic Policy Manual, “II. Appointment and Promotion”, “APM-410 Student-Teachers” (http://manuals.ucdavis.edu/apm/apm-toc.htm) and in the UCOP Academic Policy Manual (http://www.ucop.edu/acadadv/acadpers/apm/sec2-pdf.html).

What is a Teaching Assistant and What is an Associate In_?
A Teaching Assistant (TA) is a full-time registered graduate student, chosen for excellent scholarship and teaching promise, serving an apprenticeship under the active tutelage and supervision of a regular faculty member.

A Teaching Assistant is not responsible for the instructional content of a course, for selection of student assignments, for planning of examinations, or for determining the term grade for students. Neither is the teaching assistant to be assigned responsibility for instructing the entire enrollment of a course or for providing the entire instruction of a group of students enrolled in a course. The Teaching Assistant is responsible only for the conduct of recitation, laboratory, or quiz sections under the active direction and supervision of a regular member of the faculty to whom final responsibility for the course’s entire instruction, including the performance of Teaching Assistants, has been assigned. Students appointed to the title Teaching Assistant receive a monthly stipend related to the percentage of appointment time.

The title Associate In_ is assigned to a graduate student of excellent scholarship and teaching promise, who is temporarily employed as the instructor of an entire lower division course or group of students in a lower division course. An Associate In_ should be competent to conduct instruction independently and without supervision. Students appointed to the title Associate In_ receive a fixed monthly stipend related to the percentage of appointment time.

Announcement of Available Positions
Advertisements for available teaching assistantships are posted on http://gradstudies.ucdavis.edu/employment and within individual departments and schools.

For further information regarding the announcement of available TAships, refer to Article 22, “Posting,” of the collective bargaining agreement at http://www.hr.ucdavis.edu/policies.

Criteria for Appointment
Each proposed appointment or reappointment as a Teaching Assistant is subject to verification by the hiring department that the following conditions have been met:

- Appointee must possess a bachelor’s degree.
- Appointee must have a current minimum overall GPA of 3.0.
- Appointee may not be enrolled in the course in which s/he is a TA.
- Appointee should be registered as a graduate student in full-time residence. Appointment as a TA while on non-registered status (Filing Fee) is allowed for one quarter since matriculation. Appointments beyond this one-quarter allowance require approval of a petition for exception to policy prior to the beginning of the appointment period.

Each department may have additional specific requirements that must also be satisfied.

Appointment Requirements for International Teaching Assistants
University policy requires international graduate students to take the SPEAK test of oral English proficiency before they begin duties as Teaching Assistants or Associates In_. The SPEAK test requires no preparation, although it is recommended to become familiar with the test format prior to taking the test. The exam itself requires approximately 30 minutes. The testing procedure is explained and a sample test booklet is provided when the students pre-register. Exam scores are sent to departments for consideration in making TA hiring and assignment decisions, therefore the earlier the test is taken, the more useful it can be.

Waivers from the exam may be granted to international students from English-speaking countries (routinely) or to those who have strong English-speaking backgrounds (e.g., foreign students from non-English-speaking countries who have been educated extensively in English-speaking institutions). To apply for a waiver, the appointing department chair should submit a short written request to Graduate Admissions in Graduate Studies – not the Center for Excellence in Teaching and Learning – requesting a SPEAK test waiver, identifying the student and explaining the justification for waiver. International students who complete the exam will be given “International TA PAN Attachment” vouchers that must be submitted to their department.

The Center for Excellence in Teaching and Learning has scheduled dates for the SPEAK exam throughout the year to help international graduate students meet their SPEAK-test requirement. See http://trc.ucdavis.edu/?page_id=115 http://cetl.ucdavis.edu/egw/speak-tests/speak-test-dates. Students must pre-register in person for the exam at the Center for Excellence in Teaching and Learning, 17 Wellman Hall. If you have questions regarding the SPEAK test, please contact the Center for Excellence in Teaching and Learning (http://trc.ucdavis.edu and http://cetl.ucdavis.edu/egw/speak-tests).

Term of Appointment
A TA or AI appointment is for one academic year or less, and is self-terminating. The term of appointment will be specified in the appointment notification. Although students may be eligible for reappointment in succeeding years, they
MAY ONLY BE APPOINTED A MAXIMUM OF NINE ACADEMIC QUARTERS (FROM THE DATE OF
MATRICULATION) PRIOR TO ADVANCEMENT TO CANDIDACY. AFTER ADVANCEMENT, STUDENTS
MAY BE APPOINTED AS TA/AIS UP TO THE MAXIMUM OF 15 QUARTERS (INCLUDING ANY
QUARTERS PRIOR TO ADVANCEMENT TO CANDIDACY). IN NO CASE MAY AN INDIVIDUAL BE
APPOINTED TO A TA/AI FOR MORE THAN 18 QUARTERS FROM THE DATE OF MATRICULATION
WITHOUT SPECIAL APPROVAL OF THE DEAN OF GRADUATE STUDIES. SUMMER APPOINTMENTS
ARE EXCLUDED FROM THESE LIMITS.

APPOINTMENT TO THE TITLE OF TEACHING ASSISTANT MAY NOT EXCEED HALF-TIME (50%).
THIS APPOINTMENT IN COMBINATION WITH OTHER APPOINTMENTS WITHIN THE UNIVERSITY
ALSO CANNOT EXCEED HALF-TIME. ALTHOUGH THE ACTUAL TIME SPENT ON TA RELATED
DUTIES OFTEN VARY SOMewhat FROM WEEK TO WEEK, GRADUATE STUDENTS APPOINTED TO
HALF-TIME TA SHIPS SHOULD EXPECT TO DEVOTE ON AVERAGE 20 HOURS PER WEEK. THIS
INCLUDES SUCH DUTIES AS PREPARATION, CLASSROOM AND LABORATORY TEACHING, OFFICE
CONSULTATION, GRADING, READING STUDENT PAPERS, AND SO ON. FOR MORE INFORMATION
REGARDING THE WORKLOAD OF A TA, PLEASE SEE ARTICLE 31, “WORKLOAD” OF THE COLLE容易TIVE
BARGAINING AGREEMENT AT HTTP://WWW.HR.UCDAVIS.EDU/POLICIES.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF APPOINTMENT

THE TA IS UNDER THE ACTIVE DIRECTION AND SUPERVISION OF A REGULAR MEMBER OF THE
FACULTY TO WHOM FINAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE COURSE’S ENTIRE INSTRUCTION HAS BEEN
ASSIGNED.

TEACHING ASSISTANTS MAY BE GIVEN RESPONSIBILITY FOR:
- PREPARING AND DELIVERING A LECTURE OR LECTURES RELATED TO A GIVEN TOPIC, AS
  PART OF THE COURSE CURRICULUM.
- PREPARING INDIVIDUAL EXAM QUESTIONS.
- CONDUCTING DISCUSSION, LABORATORY OR QUIZ SECTIONS.
- COMMENT ON AND GRADE STUDENT ASSIGNMENTS.

TEACHING ASSISTANTS SHOULD NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR:
- THE INSTRUCTIONAL CONTENT OF THE ENTIRE COURSE.
- SELECTION OF STUDENT ASSIGNMENTS FOR THE ENTIRE COURSE.
- PLANNING AN ENTIRE EXAMINATION.
- DETERMINING THE TERM GRADE FOR STUDENTS.
- INSTRUCTING THE ENTIRE ENROLLMENT OF COURSE.

THE SELECTION, SUPERVISION AND TRAINING OF ALL TAs IS AN IMPORTANT RESPONSIBILITY
OF THE DEPARTMENT, AND IN PARTICULAR OF THE DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON. EACH TA WILL
RECEIVE A WRITTEN NOTIFICATION (EITHER LETTER OR E-MAIL) OF APPOINTMENT AS SOON AS
PRACTICABLE AFTER A HIRING DECISION IS MADE. THIS APPOINTMENT NOTIFICATION WILL
INCLUDE, BUT NOT BE LIMITED TO, THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:
- APPLICABLE APPOINTMENT TITLE
- APPOINTMENT PERCENTAGE (OR RANGE OF HOURS)
- EFFECTIVE DATES OF EMPLOYMENT
- SALARY/WAGES, HEALTH AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE BENEFITS OR DEDUCTIONS
- HIRING UNIT AND CONTACT WITHIN THE HIRING UNIT
- RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS
- STATEMENT THAT THE POSITION IS COVERED BY A COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
  AGREEMENT AND THE WEB SITE OF THE CONTRACT.
Departments are to provide TAs with a written notice (letter or e-mail) of supplemental information. This supplemental notice will provide the following information:

- Faculty member or supervisor to whom the TA will report
- The location where the work will take place, if known
- Class assignment, if applicable
- Specific duties that may be required

Other information, which may be deemed appropriate, may also be included in this notice. This notice will be provided prior to the commencement of a term or as soon as practicable, thereafter.

Faculty members supervising TAs may provide written evaluations of each TA’s performance. These evaluations will be kept as part of the TA’s departmental employment file and are to be used by the department when considering that TA for reappointment. Upon request, TAs may review their evaluations and their employment file under the terms and conditions of the collective bargaining agreement. TAs may submit written comments that will also become part of their employment file. TAs with unsatisfactory teaching evaluations may be reappointed only as an exception.

For further information, please refer to the following articles of the collective bargaining agreement: Article 2, “Appointment Notification”; Article 10, “Employment File(s) and Evaluations”; and Article 12, “Grievance and Arbitration.” The collective bargaining agreement may be accessed at http://www.hr.ucdavis.edu/policies.

Service Period and Pay Period

It is important to understand that there is a difference between the dates of the service period and the dates of the pay period. The service period of a TA begins on the first day of the quarter and extends through the last day of the quarter. TAs are expected to be available to complete their duties throughout this period. TAs are paid in three equal installments per quarter. These installments are paid only after the appointment. Thus, if you are hired to teach for the Fall Quarter (which usually begins the last week of September and ends the second week in December), you will not receive a paycheck until November 1, and will continue to receive paychecks on December 1 and January 2. All three paychecks will be in equal amounts. For convenience of record keeping the pay period indicated on your IDOC (Internal Document, signed by the TA at time appointment is entered into PPS) for Fall quarter begins October 1 and ends December 30, for Winter quarter begins January 1 and ends March 30, and for Spring quarter begins April 1 and ends June 30. See the UC Davis academic calendar at http://registrar.ucdavis.edu/html/academic_calendar.html.

In summary, Teaching Assistants are expected to be available and carry out their TA duties from the beginning through the end of the quarter. Exceptions should be approved by the supervising faculty prior to the beginning of the quarter of appointment.

Fee Remission

According to the terms of the collective bargaining agreement, graduate students hired as TAs, Associates In_, Readers or Tutors, at 25% or more of full-time for a given term are eligible to participate in the university’s Partial Fee Remission Program for the Educational and Registration Fees. Please note that these graduate students will still be responsible for paying for some local campus fees. For details, refer to Article 11, “Fee Remission” in the collective bargaining agreement at http://www.hr.ucdavis.edu/policies.
Graduate students who are employed as TAs, Associates In_, Readers or Tutors at 25% time or more of full-time for a given term are eligible to receive Graduate Student Health Insurance Program (GSHIP) premium remission for the Student Health Insurance Program. An ASE is eligible to receive only one GSHIP premium remission per term. For details, please refer to Article 13, “Health Benefits,” in the collective bargaining agreement at [http://www.hr.ucdavis.edu/policies](http://www.hr.ucdavis.edu/policies).

**Nonresident Tuition Fellowships (NRTFs)**
Unlike registration and education fees, nonresident tuition is not subject to fee deferrals, or remission. Fellowships paying nonresident tuition may be available through your graduate programs.

**TA Loan Fund**
The TA Loan Fund is an advance against salary for students with TAs, GSRs, or readerships. Students who have a summer appointment may borrow up to one month’s salary beginning July 1. Students with academic year appointments may borrow up to one month’s salary beginning September 1.

Repayment is the responsibility of the student. The student can either make a lump sum payment or pay in equal installments over a maximum of six months. The loans are interest-free if paid within six months, thereafter interest is charged at the rate of 1% per month on the unpaid balance of the loan.

The TA Loan Fund is administered by the Financial Aid Office as part of the Short-Term Loan Program ([http://financialaid.ucdavis.edu/index.html](http://financialaid.ucdavis.edu/index.html)). Applicants complete a Short-Term Loan application and request the hiring department to complete the “Departmental Verification” section.

Applicants are to bring the completed form to the Financial Aid Office, 1100 Dutton Hall, between 8:30 and 9:30 Monday through Friday.

**Removal (Moving) Expenses**
TAs who are appointed at 50% time for the full academic year and who come to Davis from outside California, may receive partial compensation for their moving expenses. Reimbursement is based on the approximate air miles from the point of origin to the Davis campus and includes a dollar cap. Applications for reimbursement of moving expenses may be made to the Office of the Provost through the TA’s department prior to the expenditure.

**TA Tax Status**
By law, the university is obliged to withhold taxes from TA stipends. The Office of Graduate Studies cannot give professional advice on tax or other legal matters, and the university will not be party to discussions with the Internal Revenue Service on behalf of any individual. You should contact your local office of the Internal Revenue Service or State Franchise Tax Board for more information or specific tax-related advice.

**Fair Share**
The university deducts either AGSE/UAW union dues or a “Fair Share” service fee on a monthly basis. If you elect to join the AGSE/UAW, your monthly union dues will automatically be deducted and remitted to the union. If you do not join the union, the university will deduct what is known as a “fair share fee.” For more information, see the Government Code, Section 3584(α) at [http://www.calfac.org/SB645.html](http://www.calfac.org/SB645.html).

**III. Training Guidelines**
Office of the President
Since 1974, the Office of the President of the University of California has actively promoted the formulation of campus programs for the orientation, training, and evaluation of Teaching Assistants. Guidelines for the development of campus programs suggest that:

- All TAs should receive training in instructional techniques appropriate to their disciplines.
- Both TAs and faculty should participate in the planning of TA training programs.
- The programs should emphasize activities in such a way that the teaching assignment of the TA becomes in effect an internship.
- The TA training program should include a component of evaluation of teaching. This evaluation should include self-evaluation, evaluation by the supervising faculty member(s), and evaluation by students in the courses taught by TAs.
- Training is part of the paid assignment.

Graduate Council
All first-time Teaching Assistants at UC Davis are required to attend a campuswide TA orientation (http://trc.ucdavis.edu/?page_id=360). This orientation introduces new TAs to teaching at UC Davis, what is expected of TAs, and what TAs can expect in terms of instructional support and TA training. In addition, individual departments offer specific training programs to acquaint TAs with departmental policies and practices. Departments that require attendance at a comprehensive orientation of their own may exempt TAs from the mandatory attendance requirement for the campuswide orientation.

Health and Safety
While Teaching Assistants don’t fill a supervisory role and are not responsible for determining the term grade for a student, they do act as role models and mentors for their students. TAs must have training on how to recognize hazards associated with their TA duties and how to protect themselves from those hazards. This training should also include an emphasis on modeling safe behavior; including but not limited to, consistently wearing appropriate personal protective equipment, demonstrating concepts and tasks using safe work practices, and insisting that students follow required safety rules.

Equal Opportunity
The University of California is an equal opportunity institution, in terms of both employment and student admissions. Any violation of this standard is a violation of university policy and of state and federal law. This policy pertains to all aspects of the university community and applies equally to the hiring of Teaching Assistants as well as to how those TAs must deal with their students.

Standards of Conduct
Enrollment to attend UC Davis is voluntary and students who attend this campus assume an obligation to behave in a manner the university deems appropriate. Students are therefore accountable for upholding university standards, as well as civil and criminal laws. Behavior that threatens safety, violates personal rights, is criminal in nature, or is counter to the basic purpose of the university will not be tolerated.

Any student who is acting in a disruptive, abusive, or threatening manner should be asked to cease that behavior and may be told to leave a class setting by the instructor in charge of that section. If the student refuses to stop the offending behavior or refuses to leave the class then the instructor should request assistance from the university police (phone 911). Never attempt to
confront a student physically. The student’s behavior may also be reported to Student Judicial Affairs (http://sja.ucdavis.edu) and to your department. For further information, please refer the UC Davis Policy and Procedure Manual (http://manuals.ucdavis.edu), Section 290-09, “Violence in the Workplace”.

IV. Sexual Harassment

The University of California is committed to creating and maintaining a community where all individuals who participate in university programs and activities can work and learn together in an atmosphere free of harassment, exploitation, or intimidation. Every member of the community should be aware that the university prohibits sexual harassment and sexual violence, and that such behavior violates both federal law and university policy. The university’s policy on sexual harassment may be found at http://manuals.ucdavis.edu/PPM/400/400-20.pdf. Additional information about sexual harassment, including how to prevent or report it, may be found at http://hdapp.ucdavis.edu/index.html.

The UC Davis community will take whatever steps are necessary to protect its faculty, staff, and students from sexual harassment.

Tips for Instructors on Preventing and Responding to Sexual Harassment Problems

TAs and instructors are misusing their power, and probably violating policy, if they:

- Pressure a student to spend time with them outside the academic setting, including urging a student to get romantically and/or sexually involved.
- Touch a student when and where the student doesn’t want to be touched.
- Ask a student for sexual favors in exchange for a better grade, recommendation or other academic benefit.

TAs and instructors may be misusing their power if they:

- Make personal jokes or comments about students.
- Ask a student personal questions which make the student uncomfortable.

The following tips are suggested by UC Davis TAs and instructors and based upon their own experiences. You can prevent misunderstandings – and increase your own personal safety – if you:

- Schedule your office hours when you know others are likely to be in the building (generally Monday-Friday, 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.).
- Stick to your office hours and ask students to make an appointment to see you.
- Do not give out your home number or address, and consider not listing them in the campus or community directory.
- Impose some limits on how much you share with your students about your personal life, outside interests, etc.
- Let students know in advance if an upcoming assignment, lecture, or class activity contains sexualized material. It may also help to explain to them why it’s included in the course. If you’re teaching a class where the course content is sexual by definition (human sexuality, reproductive biology, etc.), ensure that your approach is professional, and hold students to a similar standard.

If you have concerns about a particular student or the interactions among students:

- Document incidents or interactions which feel inappropriate to you. Brief notes to yourself about what happened, when and where are sufficient.
- Tell the instructor (if you’re a TA).
- Consult with colleagues. Other TAs or instructors may have had similar experiences with the same student.
- Avoid being alone with the student, if doing so makes you feel uncomfortable.
- Consult with the Sexual Harassment Education Program (530-752-9255) or Student Judicial Affairs (530-752-1128).

If anyone reports sexual harassment to you, you should call the Sexual Harassment Education Program at (530) 752-9255 to consult.

Consensual Relationships with Students
On this topic, the University of California Faculty Code Of Conduct contains language which also applies to Teaching Assistants and AIs.

“The integrity of the faculty-student relationship is the foundation of the University’s educational mission. This relationship vests considerable trust in the faculty member, who, in turn, bears authority and accountability as mentor, educator, and evaluator. The unequal institutional power inherent in this relationship heightens the vulnerability of the student and the potential for coercion. The pedagogical relationship between faculty member and student must be protected from influences or activities that can interfere with learning consistent with the goals and ideals of the University...”

Therefore, it is considered unacceptable conduct for you to enter into a romantic or sexual relationship with any student for whom you have, or should reasonably expect to have in the future, academic responsibility (instructional, evaluative, or supervisory). It is also unacceptable to exercise academic responsibility (instructional, evaluative, or supervisory) for any student with whom you have a romantic or sexual relationship.

If such situations arise, call the Sexual Harassment Education Program (530-752-9255) for assistance in addressing and resolving potential conflicts of interest.

V. Grievance Procedures for Student Issues
Grievances Involving Faculty Members and TAs
TAs and faculty members sometimes experience difficulties or conflicts. The collective bargaining agreement provides a mechanism for filing a grievance and seeking the resolution of grievances for TAs. You should refer to Article 12, “Grievance and Arbitration” of the collective bargaining agreement at http://www.hr.ucdavis.edu/policies for details.

Grievances Involving Students and TAs
Grades
If there is a question concerning the grade assigned for work in a class, the first step is for the student to meet with the instructor and request an explanation of the course grading policy and the computation of the grade. Under Academic Senate regulations, an instructor may not reassess a student’s work or change the grade. With few exceptions, grades are final once the instructor has submitted them.
The exceptions are when a clerical error has been made or when a procedural error has affected the student’s grade. (Procedural errors can include illegal discrimination or arbitrary or differential treatment). Clerical errors are usually resolved by means of a petition filed by the instructor.

If the student alleges procedural error (inappropriate grading policy, unauthorized rescheduling of exam, instructor’s failure to follow own grading policy, etc.) s/he may petition the Academic Senate Committee on Grade Changes to review the matter. This committee, like the instructor, has no authority to reassess student work, but if it can be established that a procedural error was made, the committee does have the authority to alter the grade. If the alleged procedural error involves a claim of illegal discrimination or arbitrary treatment, the Grade Change Committee will direct the student to file a formal grievance under UC Davis Policy and Procedure Manual (http://manuals.ucdavis.edu) Section 280-05, the policy for “Student Complaints of Prohibited Discrimination, Harassment and Arbitrary Treatment”.

To file a petition with the Committee on Grade Changes, the student should file a written petition with the Office of the University Registrar (http://registrar.ucdavis.edu) or contact the Deputy of Grade Changes in the Registrar’s Office.

**Discrimination**

If grading or other treatment is believed to be the result of illegal bias, discrimination or arbitrary treatment, the student may seek informal assistance or may file a formal grievance under UC Davis Policy and Procedural Manual (http://manuals.ucdavis.edu) Section 280-05. If the student files a formal grievance, a reviewer will be assigned by Student Judicial Affairs (SJA) to conduct an administrative review and prepare a written report for decision by SJA. Contact Student Judicial Affairs (http://sja.ucdavis.edu) for further information about this process.

**Faculty Misconduct Under the Faculty Code of Conduct**

Students who believe that they have been the victim faculty misconduct may file an administrative grievance with the university seeking relief from the alleged wrongful conduct. Students filing such a grievance have the burden of proving that violation of the Faculty Code of Conduct has occurred and has caused harm to the student. Such a grievance is separate from any petition filed with the Grade Change Committee.

Students, staff, or faculty who believe a faculty member has violated the Faculty Code of Conduct, Academic Personnel Manual (APM) Section 015, may file a complaint with the chancellor’s office. The chancellor’s office may appoint an investigator, and/or may refer the matter to the vice provost for Academic Personnel and/or the Committee on Privilege and Tenure for action. Contact the Office of the Vice Provost for Academic Personnel (http://academicpersonnel.ucdavis.edu) for further information about this process.

**Access to Employment Files and Evaluations**

Under Article 10 (A)(2) “Employment Files” in the collective bargaining agreement (http://www.hr.ucdavis.edu/policies), departments will provide the student with his/her TA evaluations, which the student may wish to include in faculty position application packets.

**Access to and Disclosures from Student Records**

Under UC Davis Policy and Procedure Manual (http://manuals.ucdavis.edu) Section 320-21, students have the right to inspect and review records pertaining to
Themselves in their capacity as students, and to request corrections of records which are inaccurate. In addition, faculty and staff are limited in the kind of information, which they can disclose from student records. If questions or conflicts arise over access to or disclosure of information contained in student records, contact Student Judicial Affairs (http://sja.ucdavis.edu).

Accommodation for Disabilities
Students who believe they have been the victims of discrimination on the basis of disability or that they have not received appropriate accommodation for their disability may seek informal assistance from the Student Disability Center (http://sdc.ucdavis.edu). Students may file formal grievances for discrimination on the basis of disability under UC Davis Policy and Procedure Manual (http://manuals.ucdavis.edu) Sections 280-05 with Student Judicial Affairs (http://sja.ucdavis.edu).

Students should refer to UC Davis Policy and Procedure Manual Applying to Campus Activities, Organizations and Students, Section 140, “Guidelines Applying to Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Disability.”

If you feel that you have been the victim of a discriminatory policy or practice or did not receive appropriate accommodation for a disability, in your role as a TA or AI, you should refer to Article 20, “Non-Discrimination in Employment” in the collective bargaining agreement at http://www.hr.ucdavis.edu/policies.

Additional Information and Suggestions
As a TA, you should be aware that students may raise objections to instructor practices, including final exam scheduling for a date other than that set in the Class Schedule and Registration Guide (http://registrar.ucdavis.edu/csrg), sudden or arbitrary changes in course requirements, failure to accommodate disabilities, or discriminatory treatment of individuals or groups. Wherever possible, you are encouraged to discuss the matter with the complaining student, calmly and objectively. While instructors are normally given wide latitude in course content and structure, faculty do have certain responsibilities under the Faculty Code of Conduct and campus rules and policies, and need to be sensitive to student concerns if decisions or rules are perceived to be unfair or arbitrary. If there is a reason to feel such a discussion between the faculty and the student would be unproductive, or if the faculty member and student are unable to resolve their differences in an informal discussion, students should contact the department chair.

Before meeting with the instructor and/or department chair, students should prepare a written account of the issues, providing as many details and supporting documents as possible. If the issue does not relate to student records, disability, discrimination, faculty misconduct, or sexual harassment (for which formal grievance procedures exist), and is still unresolved after meeting with the instructor/department chair, the student may file a grievance with the Student-Faculty relationships Committee of the Academic Senate (http://academicsenate.ucdavis.edu). This advisory committee may make recommendations to an office that has authority to resolve the matter.

Because strict time limits apply to many of these formal processes, it is recommended that students and faculty consult advisory offices promptly.

Reporting Academic Misconduct
Academic honesty is essential to preserve the integrity and excellence of a UC Davis education. Under the UC Davis Code of Academic Conduct, faculty share responsibility for encouraging academic honesty. Academic Senate regulations require faculty to report violations because centralized reporting is essential for fair and impartial administration of the Code of Academic Conduct and to ensure that repeat offenders are identified and penalized accordingly.

WHEN
If you suspect academic misconduct, investigate the matter and, if possible, discuss it with the student(s) involved (unless you feel uncomfortable doing so). If the student denies responsibility and you are persuaded that there was indeed no academic misconduct, that ends the matter. If, however, the student admits the violation or if the student denies the misconduct but you retain your suspicion, refer the matter to Student Judicial Affairs (http://sja.ucdavis.edu).

HOW
To report suspected misconduct, write a brief memo giving your name, the class title and number, and a description of the circumstances giving rise to your suspicions. Enclose copies of any relevant documents (for example, exams, papers or the course syllabus). Keep originals and/or copies of any supporting documents in a secure location.

WHERE
Suspected academic misconduct should be reported to Student Judicial Affairs (http://sja.ucdavis.edu), which has responsibility for administering student discipline on campus. All disciplinary action taken by the Student Judicial Affairs or any hearing body operates by delegation from the chancellor.

WHAT HAPPENS
Once a written report is received, the student is informed by letter of the referral and instructed to make an appointment with Student Judicial Affairs. Neither you nor any student witness will become involved in a formal hearing unless you so choose. In the vast majority of cases, the student admits the violation and the case is resolved informally by an agreement between the referring party, the student and Student Judicial Affairs.

What discipline is imposed?
If the student admits the violation, the informal process includes sanctions, usually ranging from disciplinary probation to dismissal. Although most first offenses do not result in the student’s removal from the university, first-time offenders may be suspended or dismissed if there are aggravating circumstances, such as conspiracy or premeditation. For repeat offenders, suspension or dismissal is imposed. Suspension and dismissal are noted on transcripts, and such disciplinary records are retained permanently. Less severe disciplinary action does not appear on transcripts, but the disciplinary files are maintained for up to five years. All disciplinary records are confidential. The discipline imposed is designed to help the student learn from the experience. Students are often referred to campus resources such as the Learning Skills Center (http://lsc.ucdavis.edu) and Counseling and Psychological Services (http://www.caps.ucdavis.edu) to help ensure that they do not repeat their misconduct.

What if the student denies the violation?
If the student denies the violation, you may choose to have the matter decided by a formal hearing. You will be consulted before any decision is made to dismiss a case or refer it for hearing. Only a small number of cases require formal hearings before student-faculty panels that determine whether there is enough evidence to find that a violation occurred and recommend sanctions.
**What about the student's grade?**

Under Academic Senate Regulation 550 ([http://academicsenate.ucdavis.edu/cej/manual/dd_regs.htm](http://academicsenate.ucdavis.edu/cej/manual/dd_regs.htm)), the instructor may assign a grade of “0” or “F” to the examination or assignment on which cheating, plagiarism, or other academic dishonesty occurred. If the student admits a violation of the Code of Academic Conduct not involving dishonesty (e.g. talking during an exam but not sharing answers), the faculty member may assign an appropriate grade penalty. No grade penalty may be imposed, however, until a student admits misconduct or is found in violation after a hearing. **While a disciplinary matter is pending, do not report a final grade for the accused student. Instead, leave the grade column blank, and write “Evaluation Incomplete” in the memoranda section. This is not a regular “I” or incomplete grade, and it tells the Registrar’s Office not to expect a grade for the student until the disciplinary matter has been resolved.**
VI. Conclusion: The Value of Being a TA or AI

In addition to being a source of income and a way of defraying the costs of graduate school, serving as a TA or AI is an important part of the professional development of a graduate student. As an apprentice teacher, you have the opportunity for “hands-on” learning of teaching skills, just as the Graduate Student Researcher has the opportunity to learn research skills “hands-on.” Serving as a TA or AI gives you the opportunity to develop your professional skills in teaching, interpersonal interactions, mentoring, and evaluation, among others.

Your experience as a TA or AI will be an important contribution to your first full-time faculty position. If you would like to seek additional training opportunities, the Center for Excellence in Teaching and Learning (http://trc.ucdavis.edu) provides workshops, seminars, and one-on-one assistance. The companion document to this handbook is the UC Davis TA Guide to Instruction, which can be found at http://trc.ucdavis.edu/?page_id=397.